CHAPTER 11. TRADING RULES

*****

Rule 11.190. Orders and Modifiers

*****

(a) General Order Types

(1) No change.

(2) Market Order. An order to buy or sell a stated amount of a security that is to be executed at or better than the NBBO at the time the order reaches the Exchange. Market orders shall not trade through Protected Quotations. Any portion of a market order that is designated as “IEX Only” will be canceled if, upon receipt by the System, it cannot be executed by the Exchange in accordance with Rules 11.230 and 11.230(a). Any portion of a market order that is not designated as “IEX Only,” i.e. routable orders as described in IEX Rule 11.230(b), and that cannot be executed in full in accordance with Rule 11.230(a)(1) and 11.230(a) on the Exchange when reaching the Exchange will be eligible for routing away pursuant to IEX Rule 11.230(a)(2). A routable market order will trade at increasingly aggressive prices, fully satisfying all Protected Quotations, until the order is fully filled, reaches the LULD Price Band, or reaches the Router Constraint, as defined in IEX Rule 11.190(f)(2). A market order:

(A) Must have a TIF of IOC, FOK, or[, depending on the User election, may have a TIF of] DAY.

(B) - (D) No change.

(E) May only trade during the Regular Market Session. Market orders submitted in the Pre-Market Session may queue for the Opening Process as defined below. Market orders submitted in the Post-Market Session will be rejected by the System.

(i) - (ii) No change.

(iii) [Market orders marked DAY, by default, are rejected. When elected by the User, Market orders marked DAY submitted by that User are accepted.] Market orders marked DAY submitted before the open of
the Regular Market Session are queued by the System until the Opening Auction (or Halt Auction, as applicable) for IEX-listed securities pursuant to IEX Rule 11.350, or until the Opening Process for non-IEX listed securities pursuant to IEX Rule 11.231, except market orders marked DAY that are designated to route pursuant to Rule 11.230(c). Market orders marked DAY are eligible to trade or route during the Regular Market Session and treated by the System as having a TIF of IOC.

(iv) - (vi) No change.

(F) – (G) No change.
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